Terre d’Italia is a niche Italian wine and food shop and a unique entertainment space in the heart of St Helier at The
Weighbridge. Our selection promotes regional wines and food.
EXPERIENCE AND ENGAGE
The two wine tasting experiences listed below are developed in partnership with Marco Baldini.
Marco is an accredited Sommelier (FISSAR) who worked at Riedel Group (covering Southern Europe), Enomatic (export in
the EU, USA, Asia), and was a director of the largest wine store in Tuscany. Marco has extensive knowledge of the wine
industry, and of course Italian wine.
Three years ago he founded the Wine Lovers Academy in Tuscany, an innovative format that aims to communicate wine
culture in a friendly and engaging manner. Sommelier and expert of Tuscan history, he also writes for gastronomy
magazines.
Marco had previously visited Jersey to present his Wine Tasting events at Terre d’Italia for the public in 2019.
This tasting experience does not require you to have any previous knowledge about wine, and our materials are designed
in a friendly, visual manner to make participation as easy as possible.
Both tasting options require a minimum of 8 people.
The Art of Taste: Tuscan Wines and Renaissance Art
This is a talk about main Tuscan appellations and their relations with Renaissance art.
10-15 min tasting of each wine + 5-7 min Q & A.
Total approximately 1 hour.
1 white and 3 red wines (all pre-bottled at 175ml each)
Sensory Game (Challenge)
Sensory Game is a simple and enjoyable method that allows anyone to describe and understand the wine's characteristics.
In this version, adopted for online format, you will learn how to combine your senses with the power of the imagination,
starting to describe wines, not as a cold list of technical characteristics, but as a fascinating story to be told.
At the end of the tasting we will reveal the wines you have tasted and a winner! (prize is a £20 voucher from Terre
d’Italia)
2 glassed of 175 ml, approximately 40 min
£22.00 per person
-bottled at 175 ml each)
£29.50 per

A Taste of Italy exclusively with Terre d’ Italia
A customized wine dedicated to a specific region featuring particular wines. We recommend limiting the event to the
tasting of 5 wines and to include wines of variable complexity and price range.
Price depends on the quantity and complexity of the wines required.
FOOD OFFER
Fresh bread, taralli, mixed cheese, jam, cold meats (Parma ham and salami), 2 bruschetti
£17.50 per person
All prices are include 5% GST+
ADDITIONAL CHARGES
● Delivery £5 per person

